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Examiningthe Role of Social Isolationon Stated Preferences
P. BERRENS,
ALOKK. BOHARA,ANDJOEKERKVLIET*
By JOHNA. LIST,ROBERT
Benefit-cost analysis remainsthe centralparadigm used throughoutthe public sector. A necessary condition underlying efficient benefitcost analysis is an accurateestimate of the total
value of the nonmarketedgood or service in
question.While economists have long measured
the benefits of private goods routinely bought
and sold in the marketplace,a much more difficult task faces the practitionerinterested in
estimatingthe total benefits of increasedair and
waterquality,for example. In such cases, policy
makersrely on statedpreferencemethods (contingent markets) to provide signals of value.
Recently there has been a lively debate about
whether,and to what extent, "hypotheticalbias"
permeatesbenefit estimationin contingentmarkets.' This debate has proliferatedamong academics and practitionersover the past several
decades, and continues to find its way into public disputesof damageassessment,development
decisions, and discussions of optimalregulatory
standards.
This study extends the debate in a new direction by taking advantage of a unique opportunity we were provided at the University of
Central Florida (UCF), where we were ap-

proached to spearhead a capital campaign at
UCF to fund a new Center for Environmental
Policy Analysis (CEPA). The experimentaldesign, which includes valuation decisions from
nearly 300 subjectsrandomlyplaced into one of
six treatmentcells, permits an examination of
the comparativestatic effects of varying social
isolation while holding the other importantfacets of the valuation instrument constant. Our
baseline treatmentsask two different groups of
respondentsto vote Yes or No on contributing
$20 to provide start-upcapital for CEPA (one
treatment hypothetical and one treatment actual). In these two baseline treatments,similar
to many practicalmethods of contingentvaluation (CV) exercises that are carriedout in practice (e.g., in-person, mail, or telephone), it is
important to recognize that only the experimenter can observe each individual's response.
In the thirdand fourthtreatments,denoted Randomized Response, we again ask a hypothetical
or actual question concerning a $20 contribution, but we relax the degree of social pressure
by using a randomizedresponse format, which
via delinking the observed and voting response
ensures the subject that her stated preferences
are unidentifiable.2These particulartreatments
resemble use of an anonymous ballot box approach to obtain individual values. Our final
two treatments,labeled Peer Group, considerably decrease subject anonymity by randomly
choosing 10 people to stand up and inform the
group of their voting decision. These treatments
bear resemblance to contingent surveys performed with small groups (or poorly controlled
Web-based surveys).
The experimentalresultsare interesting.Consonant with some previous studies, we observe
signs of hypothetical bias. More importantly,
we find thatthe differencebetween hypothetical
and actual voting decisions is of roughly the
same magnitude as the difference between actual voting decisions across treatmentsthat vary
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1 We provide a more patient review of the various terms
The randomizedresponse approachto asking sensitive
and the backgroundof the debate in the next section.
survey questions was introducedby Stanley Warner(1965).
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social isolation. For example, across the three
elicitation formats (Baseline, Randomized Response, and Peer Group) the largest percentage
difference between Yes votes in the actual and
hypothetical treatments is 14.5 percent; whereas
the percentage differences across the actual voting decisions in the three formats are as large as
18 percent. This finding calls into question results from the plethora of validation studies that
assume responses in the real payment treatment
represent true preferences. We believe our results are fundamental to understanding the received evidence for mechanism design in CV,
as they serve to highlight the notion that utilitarian elements and strategic reciprocity (e.g.,
from publicly advertising one's own goodwill)
are confounded in interpreting signals of value,
and that the potential biases introduced may be
much larger than many expect.
I. Background, Experimental Design, and
Hypotheses
One hallmark of public policy decision-making
around the globe is a comparison of the costs
and benefits of proposed policies. In the United
States, President Clinton's Executive Order
12866, which reaffirmed the earlier executive
order from the Reagan Administration, explicitly requires federal agencies to consider costs,
benefits, and economic impacts of regulations
prior to their implementation.3 Given their flexibility to measure the monetary value of a wide
variety of goods and services, CV methods have
become a popular tool in practice for agencies
to meet the Executive Order. CV refers to a set
of survey-based approaches for eliciting Hicksian compensating or equivalent surplus values
for a hypothetical change in a good or program.
A contingent market (private or political) scenario is typically described for implementing a
proposed change.
While the CV approach is practically quite
3

The more than 100 federal agencies issue approximately 4,500 new rulemakingnotices each year. About 25
percent of those 4,500 are significant enough to warrant
Office of Managementand Budget (OMB) review. Of those,
about 50-100 per year meet the necessary condition of
being "economicallysignificant"(morethan $100 million in
either yearly benefits or costs). Every economically significant proposal receives a formal analysis of the benefits/
costs. The OMB establishes guidelines for the agencies on
how to performbenefit-cost analysis.
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importantsince it is literally the "only game in
town" when it comes to measuring the total
value of a nonmarketedgood or service, critics
contendthathypotheticalbias severely limits its
credibility (hypothetical bias is the difference
between hypothetical and actual statements of
value). In the burgeoningvalidation study literature, scholars have attempted to discern the
degree of hypotheticalbias by comparinghypothetical and actual statementsof value in experimental markets, where the actual value is
assumedto representtrue preferences(see, e.g.,
Ronald G. Cummings et al., 1995, 1997; Cummings and LauraO. Taylor, 1999; List, 2001).4
Overall, scholars tend to find hypotheticalbias
in CV surveys (see List and Jason F. Shogren,
2002, for a review).
An interestingaspect of CV that has received
considerably less attention is whether the survey administrationmode is important-or likewise, whether social isolation affects stated
preferences.5In practice, the mode of adminis4 The interested reader should also see the
exchange
between Cummings et al. (1997), Timothy Haab et al.
(1999), and V. Kerry Smith (1999).
5 A related literatureconcerns the effect of
decreasing
anonymity or confidentialityin classic linear public goods
experiments (see, e.g., David Masclet et al., 2003; Mari
Rege and Kjetil Telle, 2004). For example, recent evidence
shows thatindirector informalnonmonetarysanctions,conducted in some way through individuals' awareness of
anothersubject's level of contribution,will increase cooperative behavior. While these studies help to underlinethe
importanceof communicationbetween group members in
efficiency-enhancingexercises, they do not speak to how
social isolation between surveyor/agency and respondent
influences stated preferences for nonmarketedgoods and
services. In this sense, contingent surveys could invoke
much differentpreferencesthan those called upon in simple
linearpublic goods: one may be a puretransferand the other
an efficiency-enhancing exercise. In addition, the extant
linear public goods literaturecannot provide a measure of
the comparative-staticeffect of social isolation in the same
frameworkas hypothetical bias is measured. Since policy
makers have recognized hypothetical bias as an important
shortcominginherentin CV, in a practicalsense an "applesto-apples" measurement of the two effects is invaluable.
Otherfundamentaldifferencesbetween our researchand the
linearpublic goods literature,include, but are not limited to:
(1) linear public goods games have not gathereddata in an
environmentwith complete confidentiality,as in our Randomized Response treatments; (2) linear public goods
games deal with voluntarycontributions,not with majorityrule voting on referenda with coercive taxes; (3) linear
public goods games involve mechanisms that make no
claims on incentive-compatibility(or demandrevealing behavior), whereas there are argumentsthat referendamay be
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tering contingent surveys has varied considerably. For example, KennethArrow et al. (1993)
advocate in-person interviews and several federal agencies currently use this approach (as
well as mail or telephone surveys). Under this
approach,it is importantto recognize that respondents might be influenced by the presence
of the surveyor,or the fact that theirresponse is
not entirely confidential. CV estimates have
also been gatheredvia an anonymousballot box
approach,which variousgovernmentalagencies
have utilized to gatherpreferenceson a variety
of issues. Likewise, at the other end of the
"social isolation" spectrum, small groups and
the Internethave both been used for CV surveys. The formerapproachprovides a setting in
which individual decisions are in every respect
publicly observable and in the latter case the
respondentmay believe that the Internetis not
100 percent secure.
To extend the CV debate in a new direction,
we attempt to mimic these various survey administration methods in various experimental
treatmentsdescribed below. As such, this researchnot only providesinsights into the effects
of the various survey administrationmethods,
but also speaks to the plethora of validation
studies that assume responses in the real payment treatmentrepresenttrue preferences.
A. ExperimentalDesign
Table 1 presents our 3 X 2 experimental
design, and provides sample sizes for each treatment. Rows represent whether the treatment
was hypotheticalor actual and columns denote
the three elicitation types (Peer Group, Baseline, and Randomized Response). Entries directly beneath the Baseline column represent
incentive-compatible under certain conditions; (4) linear
public goods games involve induced-value experiments
rather than experiments with "home-grown"preferences;
(5) linear public goods games typically examine data from
an allocation of some proportionof an endowment rather
than closed-ended, discrete voting behavior;(6) linear public goods games typically involve multiple-roundexperiments rather than single shot settings. The literaturehas
shown that (2)-(6) can have importantbehavioral effects.
Furthermore,a numberof recent sources argue that classic
public goods experimentswith voluntarycontributionsprovide a "particularlyinappropriatemarketcriterionto use as
a base for assessing the validity of CV in field studies"
(Gregory Poe et al., 2002, p. 106; Patricia Champ et al.,
2002).

DESIGN
TABLE1-EXPERIMENTAL

Hypothetical
Actual

Peer group

Baseline

Randomized
response

46
44

40
40

49
49

Note: Entries representsample sizes. RR sample sizes are
the summationof those who answeredthe real question and
those who answeredthe innocuous question.

value elicitationcells used in typical tests found
in validation studies (List and Shogren, 2002).
The otherfour cells are new to the literatureand
representtreatmentsthat we use to disentangle
the effect of social isolation on value. Each of
the six treatmentswas carriedout at UCF with
students recruited from undergraduatecourses
in the College of Business. Each of the 268
students was provided a $20 participationfee.
The public good valued concerns UCF's proposed Center for EnvironmentalPolicy Analysis (CEPA). All respondents are given the
following informationabout the good and the
referendumproposition:
At this early stage, CEPA is a proposed
research center to exam local and state
environmentalissues such as air and water pollution, endangered species protection, and biodiversity enhancement.
Throughcarefulresearch,solutions to important environmental problems can be
advanced.
The CEPA currentlydoes not now have
the funds requiredto begin. It will require
$5,000 for start-upexpenses. If everyone
in this set of experimentswere to contribute $20.00, these monies would be a sufficient beginning to cover the center's
start-upcost.6
We are going to have a vote to decide
whetheror not all of you will pay $20.00
for this purpose. We are voting on the
following proposition:
6 The astute readerwill note that requiredstart-upmonies are larger than what could be gathered in these treatments. We were careful to note to subjects:"If everyone in
this set of experiments were to contribute $20.00, these
monies would be a sufficientbeginningto cover the center's
start-up cost." In this study we report results from six
treatments.The set of experimentsincluded several different treatmentsexamining economic theory.
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Everyone in the room will contribute
$20.00 to the UCF Center for Environmental Policy Analysis. The contribution will be used for the purpose of
covering start-up expenses.7
Before the vote, participantswere informedexactly how the majorityrule referendumformat
operates, how monies will be collected (in the
actual referendacases), and given the opportunity for questions on the referendum mechanism. All respondentswere then presentedwith
a referendum-votingquestion with a fixed $20
payment amount for the same public good.8
As summarized in Table 1, the elicitation
types are denoted Baseline, which is consistent
with typical experimentaltreatmentsand many
CV administrationmethods (in-person, mail,
and telephone interviews) in that only the surveyor/government agency can observe each
subject's response. In this case, the experimenter is aware of the choices since subjects'
votes can be linked with a survey sheet that
contains their name and other individualspecific particulars(see Appendix B). The second elicitationtype is the RandomizedResponse
(RR hereafter)approach,where the interviewer
knows the individualresponse (Yes or No), but
does not know whetherit was to the referendum
question, or to an alternativeinnocuous question.9 Accordingly, we expect that any upward

7
To ensure subjectsthat the money would actuallygo to
CEPA, we noted in the experimentalinstructions:"We will
not send cash. I will take your cash, write this check (show
check) for (n X $20.00) and the check will be mailed to the
center. I will put the check in this stampedenvelope (show
envelope) addressedto the center. I will ask one of you to
put the envelope in the mailbox downstairs.When I receive
a receipt for the money from the center, I will make it
available for your inspection in front of room 319 in the
CBA building."
8
This design choice closely follows Cummings et al.
(1997), among others, who provide each subjectwith a $10
participationfee and ask subjects to vote on a proposal to
give $10 for the production and distributionof citizens'
guides in New Mexico. We also ran pilot treatmentswhere
subjects first earned at least $20. These results, which are
available upon request, provide qualitatively identical insights to the datadescribedherein.One differenceis thatthe
percentage of Yes votes is lower in each treatment.
9 This approachwas used to mimic the anonymousballot
box method. In very small scale pilot tests the two approaches yielded qualitatively similar insights so we opted
to use the RR approach because it allows us to match
subject-specificcharacteristicswith responses. This area is
ripe for future research.
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response effects associated with reciprocityand
positive status effects are eliminated in the RR
since the individual voting responses are entirely confidential.The final treatmentis labeled
Peer Group,and is identicalto the Baselinetreatment, except in this case 10 people are chosen
randomlyto standup andinformthe groupof their
response.Thus, in this treatmenteach individual
answers the referendumquestion knowing that
thereis a possibilityof havinghis or her response
made public.10Relative to the baseline, the RR
treatmentprovidesan increaseddegree of social
isolation,while the PeerGrouptreatmentprovides
a decreaseddegree of social isolation. Crossing
each of these elicitationtechniqueswith a hypothetical and actual treatmentproduces the six
treatmentsin Table 1: BASE-HYPO, BASEACTUAL, RR-HYPO, RR-ACTUAL, PEERHYPO, and PEER-ACTUAL.11
Before proceeding to a discussion of the hypotheses, it is worthwhileto explain briefly our
applicationof the RR method since it is rarely
used in economics. We use the "unrelatedquestion" design of Bernard G. Greenberg et al.
(1969), which is a randomizationprocess that
directs the respondent,with a probabilitycon10

In the Peer Group treatment,directly after the example of how the referendum works, and before the actual
referendum question, participantsare told on the written
questionnaire:"Please note that we will be calling on 10
people to stand up and announcetheir response. For example, if I call JohnDoe, he must standup and announceto the
class how he voted." Subjects were aware that the experimental monitor had the survey and voting sheets in hand
when he called the subjects' names to announcetheir vote.
Thus, the subjects must reveal truthfully(in practice all did
so). Note, also, thatthe referendumworkedexactly as in the
other treatments-it was based on voting from the entire
group, not merely the 10 subjects who were called to announce their vote. This approach is intended to represent
contingentsurveys carriedout with small groups and poorly
controlled Web-based CV surveys.
11
Appendix A contains a copy of the Baseline actual
treatmentinstructions.Instructionsfor the other treatments
were identical except for the necessary changes. We interchange "hypothetical"and "HYPO"hereafter.At this point,
we should note that subjects were given the chance to leave
the experimentafter they understoodthe rules. No subjects
exited early. And, an astute readerwill recognize that there
are slight differences in group size across treatments(see
Table 1), which could influence voting behaviorbecause of
its effect on the likelihood that someone is pivotal. To
ensure that group sizes were not a confounding factor, we
had subjects enter the large room from the rear and used
cardboardrow dividers to ensure subjects could not determine the exact group size.
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trolled by the analyst, to give a Yes or No
answer to either an unrelated question or the
sensitive question (e.g., the CEPA voting question). The text for our RR treatmentincluded:
So that only you will know which question you answered, it will first be necessary that you compute a randomnumber
from your Social SecurityNumber.THIS
RANDOM NUMBER IS NOT YOUR
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER AND
CANNOT BE USED TO FIND YOUR
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER. This
randomnumberis the sum of the last four
digits of your Social Security Number.
For example, if your Social Security
Number is:
517-48-1234:
1 +2+3+4=
10
Now compute your randomnumberusing
your Social Security Number. Do NOT
write or speak this number,but remember
it for the first question. Your answer cannot be tracedto you, nor do we have any
interest in doing so.
1. This questionrequiresa Yes or No answer to one of the following two questions.If yourrandomnumberis between
0 and 10, answerquestionA below. If
yourrandomnumberis between 11 and
36, answerquestionB below.
Where the innocuous question A was whether
the respondent's mother's birthdayis in a particularmonth or set of months (May and June),
and question B was the referendum.
B. Hypotheses
The experimentaldesign permits us to test a
number of importanthypotheses related to the
hypothetical bias debate within the CV literature. First, we can pool the data and examine if
actual and hypotheticalresponses are in accord:
H,: Prob(Yes),Yo

Prob(Yes),AL.

Second, we can disaggregate the data by controlling for elicitation type, and test for differences between hypothetical and actual
responses within each social isolation regime:
H2: Prob(Yes)RRHYpo : Prob(Yes)RR-ACrUAL,
H3:

Prob(Yes),,BASE

po

Prob(Yes)BASE-ACTUAL

H4: Prob(Yes)pEER
po
,,
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Prob(Yes)PEER^-CTUAL

In additionto these tests of hypotheticalversus
actualvoting decisions, our experimentaldesign
also permits an examinationof social isolation
effects via six distinct tests of the following
spirit:
H5: Prob(Yes)ik4 Prob(Yes)jk,
where i : j refers to the survey regime and k
denotes hypothetical or actual. Concerningexpectationsrelative to the baseline treatment,our
workinghypothesisfor these tests is thatthe RR
approachwill reduce the probability of a Yes
vote, and thatovert social pressure(Peer Group)
will increase the probabilityof a Yes vote.'2
II. ExperimentalResults
Table 2 presents descriptive statistics and a
selected set of respondent characteristics for
each treatment. A first important result displayed in columns 4 and 8 of Table 2 is that

12
In addition to unconditional tests, we examine our
hypotheses within a conditional setting-e.g., estimate a
probit regression of the form Pr(Yes) = f(X'X), where X is
a set of explanatoryvariables gathered from the survey in
Appendix B, and X is the vector of associated coefficients.
We use the sequentialtesting procedureoriginallyproposed
in Joffre Swait and JordanLouviere (1993). First, a pooled
probit model is estimated with the optimum variance ratio
(o-l/o2) for any two samples (1 and 2) derived from a grid
search, where, for example, the standarddeviation of the
control sample, cr-, is set equal to one, and the standard
deviation of the treatmentsample is estimated freely. The
null of the equality of the coefficient vector is tested by
comparing this restrictedlog-likelihood value to the unrestricted log-likelihood value (sum of the two separateprobits). An insignificantx2 value indicates that the coefficient
vectors are not statistically different. The difference in the
two variances is tested by comparingthe unrestrictedloglikelihood value with the restricted likelihood (a simple
pooled probit).Finally, in orderto conduct these hypotheses
tests for the RR treatment,estimating the probit model for
the RR sample must take account of the known randomization mechanism.Our approachfollows that of Berrenset al.
(1997). The primarycaveat to the notationof Berrenset al.
(1997: pp. 255-58) is that our "bid" (t) was fixed at $20.
Our calculatedvalue for the probabilitythat the constructed
random number was between 0-10 ("1-p") was 0.077, as
constructedfrom the mean of a matchingrandomsample of
300 UCF students to our experimentalsample (Berrens et
al., 1997, used a value of 0.08). We also assumed that the
probabilitya mother's birthdayoccurredin a given month
("p") was 0.083.
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VARIABLES
MEANSFORSELECTED
SPLITSAMPLES
TABLE2-DESCRIPTIVE
STATISTICS,

Variable
Pr(YES)
LnINC
MALE
LnAGE
URBAN
ENVM

HYPOBASE
[n = 40]

HYPORR
[n = 49]

HYPOPEER
[n = 46]

0.525
(0.506)
0.154
(0.730)
0.550
(0.504)
-1.488
(0.160)
0.725
(0.452)
0.075
(0.267)

0.330
(0.481)
0.238
(0.740)
0.592
(0.497)
-1.481
(0.184)
0.510
(0.505)
0.041
(0.200)

0.630
(0.488)
0.073
(0.751)
0.522
(0.505)
-1.519
(0.121)
0.609
(0.493)
0.065
(0.250)

HYPO
ACTUAL- ACTUAL- ACTUALPEER
RR
TOTAL
BASE
[n = 44]
[n = 49]
[n = 135] [n = 40]
0.489
(0.502)
0.157
(0.738)
0.556
(0.499)
-1.496
(0.158)
0.607
(0.490)
0.059
(0.237)

0.380
(0.490)
0.032
(0.807)
0.450
(0.504)
-1.513
(0.159)
0.700
(0.464)
0.050
(0.221)

0.200
(0.435)
0.060
(0.805)
0.531
(0.504)
-1.512
(0.123)
0.571
(0.500)
0.061
(0.242)

0.500
(0.506)
0.240
(0.810)
0.568
(0.501)
-1.457
(0.172)
0.546
(0.504)
0.091
(0.291)

ACTUAL
TOTAL
[n = 133]

[n = 268]

0.353
(0.484)
0.111
(0.806)
0.519
(0.502)
-1.494
(0.153)
0.602
(0.491)
0.068
(0.252)

0.422
(0.496)
0.134
(0.77)
0.537
(0.500)
-1.495
(0.155)
0.605
(0.490)
0.063
(0.244)

TOTAL

Notes: Numbersin parenthesesare standarderrors.Pr(Yes) is the probabilityof a Yes response to the offered $20 payment.
LnINCis the naturallog of the INC variable;MALE is a dummyindicatorvariablefor gender,with 1 = male and 0 = female;
LnAGE is the naturallog of the respondent's(age in years/100); URBAN is a dummy indicatorvariable,with 1 = from an
urbanarea, and 0 = otherwise;ENVM is a dummy indicatorvariable,with 1 = member of environmentalgroup, and 0 =
otherwise. For RR subsamples,we present the adjustedPr(Yes) (see James Alan Fox and Paul E. Tracy, 1988).

upon pooling the data, an initial tendency observed is thatthe hypotheticaltreatmentsgarner
more votes in the affirmative than the actual
regimes (48.9 percentversus 35.3 percent).This
result is supportedstatistically, as various tests
provide evidence in support of alternativehypothesis H1: a significant difference exists between hypothetical and actual responses.l3
Upon disaggregating the data into elicitation
types, we find that for all possible binary comparisons the proportionof Yes votes is greater
in the hypothetical treatmentcompared to the
actual treatment,which is consistent with empirical results observed in some other experimental settings (e.g., Cummings et al., 1995,
1997; List, 2001; Poe et al., 2002). For example,
whereas 52.5 percent of individuals voted Yes
in the hypothetical baseline treatment,only 38
percentvoted Yes in the actualbaseline. In sum,
the discrepancybetween actual and hypothetical statements is consistent across elicitation
type, and ranges from 13 percent to 14.5

In Table 3, we examine hypothetical bias
more closely by presentingresults from a variety of tests using binary comparisons of all
treatmenttypes. For completeness, we present
results from three different sets of tests: contingency table Pearson 2, populationproportions
test of independentbinomial experiments, and
Fisher's Exact test. Findings suggest that individually there is not strong evidence of hypotheticalbias: resultsin the firstsix rows of Table
3 imply that within each elicitation type we
should not reject the null hypothesis of similar
hypotheticaland actualresponses. Yet when we
apply a more powerful aggregate test statistic
(Kelly Busche and Peter Kennedy, 1984) that
takes into account the fact that the underlying
proportionof Yes votes may vary across treatments, even though they may still be equivalent
(under the null hypothesis), we find evidence
that supportsrejection of the null hypothesis.15

percent.14

pursuitof this puzzle for furtherresearch,we speculatethat
it may representan autonomic first response in this environment.Under this interpretation,this insight is consonant
with theories of experiential learning (e.g., Elana Michelson, 1999): absent experience with the good and elicitation
institution,hypotheticalupwardbias is an autonomicalfirst
response.
15
This test relies on independenceand the fact that the
statistic for each treatmenthas an approximatelynormal
distributionwith mean 0 and variance 1. Recall thatthe sum
of n independent,normally distributedrandomvariables is

13
The statistical test results for hypothetical versus actual (null hypothesis of no difference) are: Pearson x2
value = 5.02** (p-value = 0.02); one-tailed Fisher's test
p-value = 0.02**; two-tailed Fisher's test p-value =
0.03**; population proportionstest Izl-statistic= 2.35**;
where: ** indicates significant at the p < 0.05 level.
14 This
constancy of hypothetical bias across the three
referendais interestingin its own right. While we leave the
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TABLE3-DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS,
TEST RESULTSFORSPLITSAMPLECOMPARISONS

Sample

Treatmentsplit
samples tested
[n]
HYPO [40]

Proportion
of Yes
responses

X2 statistic
(p-value)

Pairwise
comparisonof
proportions
[zl-statistic

Fisher's test
p-value
(2 and 1 tailed)

Comment

0.26
0.13

No Difference
HYPO vs.

0.29
0.15

No Difference
HYPO vs.

0.25
0.12

No Difference
HYPO vs.

0.28
0.18

No Difference
BASE vs.

1.82
(0.18)
~~-------------------0.38

1.36

0.63

1.56
(0.21)
~~-------------------0.50

1.25

0.33

1.88
(0.17)
~~-------------------0.20

1.47

0.38

1.12

PEER [44]

1.33
(0.24)
~~~~-------------------0.50

BASE [40]

0.38

3.18*
(0.07)
~~~~~~-------------------0.20

1.65*

PEER [44]

0.50

3.17***

0.004***
0.003***

-------------------RR [49]

8.99***
(0.00)

Significant
Difference
PEER vs. RR

0.20

BASE [40]

0.53

0.62
(0.43)

0.94

0.55
0.28

No Difference
BASE vs.
PEER

3.57*
(0.06)

1.93*

0.08*
0.05**

Significant
Difference
BASE vs. RR

3.07***

0.004***
0.003***

BASE
ACTUAL [40]
HYPO [46]
PEER
ACTUAL [44]
HYPO [49]
RR
ACTUAL [49]
BASE [40]
ACTUAL

ACTUAL
RR [49]

0.53

ACTUAL

HYPO
----------------__-PEER [46]
BASE [40]

0.53

-------------------RR [49]

0.33

PEER [46]

0.63

RR [49]

~ACTUAL

~ACTUAL

~PEER
0.10*
0.06*
~BASE

Significant
Difference
vs. RR

0.63

HYPO

HYPO

~ACTUAL

8.79***
(0.00)
--_____________-----____-0.33

~PEER

Significant
Difference
vs. RR

Notes: * **, *** denote significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively. In calculating the proportionof Yes
responses for RR subsamples, the observed count of Yes responses has been converted to an adjusted estimate of Yes
responses, using the formula of Fox and Tracy (1988).

Interestingly,empirical evidence in Table 3
suggests that the proportionof Yes votes in the
RR treatments is significantly lower than the

a normally distributedrandom variable with mean (variance) equal to the sum of the means (variances).In our case
the statistic equals the sum of the three independentstatistics divided by the squareroot of three.

proportion of Yes votes in comparable BASE
and PEER treatments. Indeed, in terms of statistical and economic significance, the data suggest that the effect of varying social isolation is
in the range of the comparative-static effect of
varying the monetary consequentiality of the
decision. For example, a comparison between
the percentage of Yes votes across BASE and
RR (PEER) yields a difference of 0.18 (0.12) in
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TABLE4-PROBITMODEL
RESULTS

Variable
CONSTANT
LnINC
MALE
HYPO

BASE sample
[n = 80]

PEER sample
[n = 90]

RR sample
[n = 98]

Full sample
[n = 268]

-0.44*
(-1.93)
0.37**
(1.97)
0.21
(0.72)
0.34
(1.17)

0.02
(0.07)
0.28
(1.56)
-0.15
(-0.55)
0.38
(1.42)

-0.82**
(-2.63)
1.11**
(2.57)
-0.43
(-1.22)
0.26
(0.76)

-0.78***
(-4.08)

-52.08
112.16
0.072

-59.50
127.008
0.054

-49.30
106.589
0.181

BASE
PEER

(4.00)
-0.11
(-0.69)
0.36**
(2.19)
0.47**
(2.29)
0.77***
(3.87)

HYPO*BASE
HYPO*PEER
Log-likelihood value
AIC
MaddalaR2

-164.85
341.69
0.122

Full sample
[n = 268]
-0.74***
(-3.25)
0.46***
0.46***
(4.00)
-0.11
(-0.67)
0.28
(0.96)
0.42
(1.45)
0.69**
(2.39)
0.08
(0.21)
0.15
(0.38)
-164.78
345.56
0.123

Notes: Numbersin parenthesesare t-statistics;*, *, *** denote significance at the 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 levels, respectively.
The RR sample uses the DC-CV modeling approachdetailed in Berrens et al. (1997).

the actual treatmentand 0.20 (0.10) in the hypothetical treatment;overall these differences
are statistically significant at conventional levels (except for the BASE versus PEER comparisons, which are nearly significantusing a onesided alternative).If one considers the extreme
comparison case-RR versus PEER-we find
that whereas 50 percent of respondents voted
Yes in the actual PEER treatment,only 20 percent voted Yes in the RR actual treatment,a
difference that is statistically significant at the

p < 0.01 level.16

While these results are certainly suggestive
that social isolation matters a great deal, no
attempthas been made to control for the possible influence of socioeconomic characteristics,
and for this we turnto empiricalestimates from
variousprobitregressions.Table 4 presentsempirical estimates from five distinct probit models, which each controlfor income (LnINC)and
16

Our finding that varying social isolation has a similar
percentageeffect on voting patternsas varyingthe monetary
consequentialityof the decision may even be considered a
lower bound estimate since the difference between hypothetical and actual voting patternsmay be increasedby our
use of an open referendum(RichardCarson et al., 1999).
Further,the influence of social isolation may be muted if
subjects believed that the experimenterhad access to their
social security numbers.

gender (MALE).17 The empirical models differ
by the sample used and the treatment dummy
variables included. Results reported in columns
1-3 are from separate elicitation types and include a hypothetical dichotomous variable
(HYPO = 1 if hypothetical referendum, 0 if
actual referendum). In each case the estimated
coefficient on this dummy variable is positive,
but not statistically different from zero. This
finding is in line with the individual results
reported above.
The model reported in column 4 uses the
pooled sample, and in addition to the hypothetical dummy variable it controls for the elicitation type via inclusion of dichotomous variables
indicating Baseline and Peer Group treatments
(BASE and PEER). In these cases, the estimated
coefficient on hypothetical treatment is positive
17In the
specificationsof Table 4, we control for income
and gender (LnINC and MALE). The income variable is
significantin a numberof models. While never significantin
our setting, gender has been shown to be a significant
explanatory variable in a number of experimental studies
(see, e.g., James Andreoni and Lise Vesterlund, 2001).
A wide variety of alternativespecificationswere also evaluated-we provide these estimates in tabularform on the
AER Web site: http://www.aeaweb.org/aer/contents/.The
qualitative conclusions on the treatmentvariables remain
unchanged.
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and significantat thep < 0.05 level. In addition,
the estimated coefficients on BASE and PEER
are both positive and significantat the p < 0.05
and p < 0.01 levels. Hence, in this particular
model there is evidence for both hypothetical
bias and a social isolation effect, and they are of
roughly similar magnitudes, though the social
isolationeffect is slightly larger.18
One criticism of our dummy variable approach is that it forces the variances of the
different treatment samples to be equivalent
(Haab et al., 1999). To amend this potential
shortcoming, we ran separate probit models
with identical sets of explanatory variables
(CONSTANT, LnINC, and MALE) and no
treatmentdummy variables. Summary results,
which are available on the AER Web site
in tabu(http://www.aeaweb.org/acr/contents/)
lar form, reveal evidence consonant with Haab
et al. (1999) in that there are differences in
varianceswithin our data:in comparingHYPO
versus ACTUAL, the evidence supportsthe hypothesis of a significant difference at the p <
0.01 level. The null hypothesis between the
HYPO and ACTUAL variances,however, cannot be rejected for the RR and the PEER treatments. Further,when looking at the HYPO and
ACTUAL samples separately,there is evidence
of a treatmenteffect, where the variance in the
RR treatmentis significantlydifferentfrom that
of the BASE and PEER treatments.These results confirm our unconditional findings reported above, and suggest the significant role
that social isolation plays in the valuation
process.
18

The importanceof social isolation is furtherillustrated
in column 5 of Table 4-a pooled model that includes
interactionterms HYPO*BASE and HYPO*PEER.In this
particularspecification, estimated coefficients on HYPO,
HYPO*BASE, BASE, and HYPO*ACTUAL are not significantlydifferentfrom zero, either individuallyor jointly.
Yet the treatmentvariables remain statistically significant
(jointly), and we again find that subjects randomlyinserted
into the PEER treatmentvote Yes significantly more than
respondentsplaced in the RR treatment.
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III. Discussion
Recently there has been a lively debate about
whether,and to what extent, "hypotheticalbias"
permeatesbenefit estimationin contingentmarkets. Given that benefit-cost analyses are required at the federal level, and increasingly at
the state level, investigating potential biases in
contingent valuation has great practicalimportance. This paper extends the debate in a new
direction by exploring the link between social
isolation and stated preferences. Examining
data from nearly 300 subjects placed randomly
into one of six experimentaltreatmentcells, we
find that social isolation plays a considerable
role. Indeed, its magnitudeis roughly comparable to the degree of hypotheticalbias observed.
Besides its importancefor practicalimplementation of contingentvaluation,our findingsraise
seriousconcernsaboutthe experimentalresultsin
the literaturepurportingto measurehypothetical
bias given the specific social context in which
some of the studies have been conducted.For
example,are "actual"statementsof value in these
experimentsproviding accurate signals of true
preferences?And, what is the correctbenchmark
if the degreeof social isolationis not controlled?
While our study only pertainsdirectlyto the referendumvoting institution,our findingsraise the
specterthatsocial isolationeffects may be important in every elicitationformat,including openended valuation questions, choice experiments,
dichotomous choice questions, etc. This effect
may be especially importantwhen the survey
mode involves directsocial interaction,as in personal interviews,or when the issue is salient,as is
the case with many environmentalmatters. It
seems clear these settings may well induce respondents to include any number of utilityenhancing values that come from publicly
advertisingone's own goodwill. But, since these
values are not germaneto the
"externality-type"
to a class of goods, it is
rather
in
question,
good
incorrectto lumpthem with any particulargood's
value.

APPENDIX A: INSTRUCTIONS FOR ACTUAL BASELINE

The following questionnaireconcerns the University of Central Florida's proposed Center for
EnvironmentalPolicy Analysis (CEPA). It should take only several minutesto complete; all answers
will be treated as confidential informationand are an importantinput to our study. Except when
asked for a specific number, most of the questions can be answered simply by checking the
appropriateresponse. Your time and considerationare appreciated.
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At this early stage, CEPA is a proposed researchcenter to examine local and state environmental
issues such as air and waterpollution, endangeredspecies protection,and biodiversityenhancement.
Throughcareful research, solutions to importantenvironmentalproblems can be advanced.
The CEPA currentlydoes not now have the funds requiredto begin. It will require $5,000 for
start-upexpenses. If everyone in this set of experiments were to contribute$20.00, these monies
would be a sufficient beginning to cover the center's start-upcost.
We are going to have a vote to decide whether or not all of us will pay $20.00 for this purpose.
We are voting on the following proposition:
Everyone in the room will contribute $20.00 to the
UCF Center for Environmental Policy Analysis. The contribution
will be used for the purpose of covering start-up expenses.
Here's how the vote works.
1. If more than 50% of you vote "yes" on this proposition, all of you will pay $20.00-I will
collect $20.00 from each of you-and we will send this money to the UCF CEPA with
instructionsthat the money is to be used to fund start-upexpenses.
We will not send cash. I will take your cash, write this check (show check) for (n X $20.00) and
the check will be mailed to the center. I will put the check in this stamped envelope (show
envelope) addressed to the center. I will ask one of you to put the envelope in the mailbox
downstairs.When I receive a receipt for the money from the center, I will make it available for
your inspection in front of room 319 in the CBA building.
2. If 50% or fewer of you vote "yes" on this proposition,no one will pay $20.00, we will not send
a check to the center and the start-upexpenses will not be gathered.
We are now passing out a ballot. Rememberhow the vote works. If more than 50% vote "yes"
we will collect $20.00 from each of you, and we will mail this check to the center right here
today. If 50% or less vote "yes,"no one will pay $20.00, and we will not mail this check to the
center. Any questions?
APPENDIX
B: SURVEYSUMMARY

These answers are strictly confidentialand are needed for statisticalpurposes only.
NAME:
Q.2. AGE:
Q.3. Gender:Male Female
Yes
Q.4a. Have you decided on a major field of study:
No
Q.4b. If Yes, in what academic college at UCF is your major field?
Business
Forestry
Agricultural
Pre-engineering
Engineering
Health and Human Performance
Home Economics
Science
Pharmacy
Health and Public Affairs
Special GraduatePrograms
VeterinaryMedicine
Arts and Sciences (Sciences)
Arts and Sciences (Arts)
Rural
Urban
Q.5. Which of the following best describes your background:
Q.6. Approximatehousehold income per month:
$301-$500
0-$300
$801-$1000
$501-$800
$1501-$2000
$1001-$1500
$2501 +
$2001-$2500
Q.7. What is your response to the following statement:Protectingthe environmentis so important
that requirementsand standardscannot be too high, and continuing environmentalimprovements
must be made regardlessof cost.
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Strongly disagree
Disagree
Strongly agree
Agree
Q.8. Are you a member of any local, state, or national environmentalorganizationssuch as the
Sierra Club, Nature Conservancy,etc.?
Yes
No
Not married
Married
Q.9. Marital status:
Q.10. Region in which you grew up:
South
Northeast
MountainStates
Midwest
Pacific Coast
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